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On the cover of the Freshman hymn, "Die Weber," which they undoubtedly learned, held a Forum of seven speakers representing some of the fund raisers which had received donations in past years.

President McBride outlined the activities of The Student World Service Fund of which she is vice-president. WESF supplies aid to students in as much of the world as possible without entering those countries where political segregation is practiced. This fund aids only in direct, personal hardship; the students are the only people who will ever know to whom their money goes. Speaking for the twenty-six organizations of CARE, Leah Hammmann explained that the money which the given to CARE.

"The real unity in the works of Malraux will explain the great division in style and political viewpoint and the repetition of the obsessions of man, Mr. W. M. Frohock of Columbia University stated in his lecture on "The Recurrent Patterns in the Novels of Malraux." The real unity will be explained by the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

In Patterns of Malraux's Novels

by Caroline Warran, '55

The real unity in the works of Malraux will explain the great division in style and political viewpoint and the repetition of the obsessions of man, Mr. W. M. Frohock of Columbia University stated in his lecture on "The Recurrent Patterns in the Novels of Malraux." The real unity will be explained by the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

Mr. Frohock pointed out, however, that there is unity in Malraux's novels. They have found two characteristic styles which appear again and again. They also cite the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

The English Civil War and the fall of Charles I affected more to the success of "The Philadelphian Story," and "The Last Reckoning," which deals with thejboum. W. B. Yeats, the Dublin poet, is portrayed by Kathy Magruder. The play, by Philip Bury, will be given in the Drama Room of Wyndham. Wednesday, October 29, at 8:00 p.m.

The English Civil War and the fall of Charles I affected more to the success of "The Philadelphian Story," and "The Last Reckoning," which deals with the movement of the Library of Congress. The play, by Philip Bury, will be given in the Drama Room of Wyndham. Wednesday, October 29, at 8:00 p.m.

Green Lights Welcome the Blues

As Lantern Night Knits Friendships

by Marcia Joseph, '55

"It's Greek to me!" the Freshman would say upon hearing the unfamiliar language sung by the Freshmen and Sophomores in preparation for Lantern Night, to be held this year on Thursday, October 24, at 8:00, in the Library Cloister.

Each day for the past week and a half, Freshmen and Sophomores have been working on their parts in the Freshman-Sophomore debate, which is to be held on Wednesday, October 24, at 8:00, in the Library Cloister.

On the cover of the Freshman hymn, "Die Weber," which they undoubtedly learned, held a Forum of seven speakers representing some of the fund raisers which had received donations in past years.

President McBride outlined the activities of The Student World Service Fund of which she is vice-president. WESF supplies aid to students in as much of the world as possible without entering those countries where political segregation is practiced. This fund aids only in direct, personal hardship; the students are the only people who will ever know to whom their money goes. Speaking for the twenty-six organizations of CARE, Leah Hammmann explained that the money which the given to CARE.

"The real unity in the works of Malraux will explain the great division in style and political viewpoint and the repetition of the obsessions of man, Mr. W. M. Frohock of Columbia University stated in his lecture on "The Recurrent Patterns in the Novels of Malraux." The real unity will be explained by the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

Mr. Frohock pointed out, however, that there is unity in Malraux's novels. They have found two characteristic styles which appear again and again. They also cite the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

The English Civil War and the fall of Charles I affected more to the success of "The Philadelphian Story," and "The Last Reckoning," which deals with the movement of the Library of Congress. The play, by Philip Bury, will be given in the Drama Room of Wyndham. Wednesday, October 29, at 8:00 p.m.

On the cover of the Freshman hymn, "Die Weber," which they undoubtedly learned, held a Forum of seven speakers representing some of the fund raisers which had received donations in past years.

President McBride outlined the activities of The Student World Service Fund of which she is vice-president. WESF supplies aid to students in as much of the world as possible without entering those countries where political segregation is practiced. This fund aids only in direct, personal hardship; the students are the only people who will ever know to whom their money goes. Speaking for the twenty-six organizations of CARE, Leah Hammmann explained that the money which the given to CARE.

"The real unity in the works of Malraux will explain the great division in style and political viewpoint and the repetition of the obsessions of man, Mr. W. M. Frohock of Columbia University stated in his lecture on "The Recurrent Patterns in the Novels of Malraux." The real unity will be explained by the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

Mr. Frohock pointed out, however, that there is unity in Malraux's novels. They have found two characteristic styles which appear again and again. They also cite the juxtaposition of the final dramatic picture which denies the music and the musical variety which is almost unbelievable.

The English Civil War and the fall of Charles I affected more to the success of "The Philadelphian Story," and "The Last Reckoning," which deals with the movement of the Library of Congress. The play, by Philip Bury, will be given in the Drama Room of Wyndham. Wednesday, October 29, at 8:00 p.m.
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**FOREIGN STUDENTS AIR VIEWS ON U.N. Aid and Activity in Native Countries**

Bryn Mawr students from various native countries in the United Nations ai, sponsored by SDA last Monday afternoon. Although many the only people who had visited the UN building - and only the Security Council session discussions progressed to the moral and political issues that are of concern to the Korean War and Communist China.

In commenting upon the successes and failures of the UN organization, the group felt that it is definitely accomplishing its goals, but hampered by countries]&nb...
Sports

by Mary Jane Chubbuck. '55

Good news this week concerning sports: three fast and hard-hitting teams managed to win. The first, second, and third teams, October 14. The third team, Hazel, was the victor of the day; the Temple team was swifter than their opponents and it is hard to doubt that this will be remedied by Miss Elisa this week. The line-up was: \[ \text{Hobson, L.W.} \]
\[ \text{DeVoe, E.L.} \]
\[ \text{McIntyre, C.P.} \]
\[ \text{Jones, R.L.} \]
\[ \text{Williams, H.J.} \]
\[ \text{Vollem, L.H.} \]
\[ \text{Darling, C.P.} \]
\[ \text{Rock, R.B.} \]
\[ \text{Walfon, L.F.} \]
\[ \text{Reinleander, R.F.} \]
\[ \text{Pfeifl, G.} \]

The varsity of B.M.C. did not fare well on October 18. The defense was quite good at getting the ball up in the forwards. The forwards were working well together. Going down the field, but the forwards were not so effective in the circle: going down the field, the forwards were not so effective in the circle. The Temple team, having had a great deal of practice, much faster and better quality still stayed from B.M.C. No goals, no goals, no goals. The Temple team must do a lot of practice that B.M.C. needs more practice.

At the Rock Dance, where the lights of Clothier's (with decorations covering the walls and stage), and go in to see the three main attractions (with decorations covering the walls and stage), and go in to see the three main attractions. The kicking was completely. The kicking was completely. The kicking was completely.

Ingenious Idea Permits Various Individual Acts

Continued from Page 1

Fairey, P. Alexander McCave a nd Z. Young Thomas fit into another catego-
y, for they weren't such "char-
acters." Mogy (Emily Favorite, Junior varsity of Bryn Mawr shone in both of the two shows last week. Though they lost, the passing and backing up was excellent. The scores were 5-1, 8-2, respectively. The following line-up was as follows:

1st Team

2nd Team

3rd Team
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Authoress C. Wedgwood Delineates Eve of War

Continued from Page 1

England and America al an author and critic, has not yet begun her lecture tour of this country. Until December she will be a guest of the Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton, and there she will work on her next book, which will be about the English Civil War. Her latest book is The Biography of her father, one of the great radicals in the English government. The lecture will be given in the auditorium of Dalton (opposite Cartref). Dr. Hertha Kraus, Associate Professor of Social Economy, will comment. Students are invited.

ENGAGEMENT
Betty-Jeanne Yorahis, '52 to Donald Kesser.

Fall, Special
Miss Lanolin—$1.00
A Very Good Wave

RENE MARCEL
535 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Social Economy Sponsors Films
On Tuesday, October 22, from 4:00 to 5:15 p.m., Social Economy will sponsor the showing of three films illustrating the Social Welfare Services of the United Nations. Films to be shown are:

1. Battle For Bread
   Deanery this year so that the students may have a better chance to meet Miss Wedgwood and ask her questions about the Civil War.

2. Defence of the Peace
3. This is the Challenge
   The films will be shown in the auditorium of Dalton (opposite Cartref). Dr. Hertha Kraus, Associate Professor of Social Economy, will comment. Students are invited.

COKE IN AND CHOOSE FROM OUR MUSE SELECTION OF SEPARATES Joyce Lewis

Say it with Flowers
It's Thrilling to All
So go to JEANNETT'S
For Flowers This Fall

There's lots of excitement around the dance floor—greeting old friends, making new ones. Part of the fun of campus parties is the pause to enjoy a Coke. It's delicious...refreshing, too.

Campus capers call for Coke

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

CAMEL leads all other brands
by billions of cigarettes per year!

Authors of the Radicals
Miss Noirot's
FOR BETTER
CLOTHES
Dresses — Suits — Gowns

For all your friends and you see.
Campus parties
It's Thrilling to All

Smoke and make new ones.
Good Coke.

CAMELS are
The dance floor—greeting
For Flowers This Fall

CAMELS are America's most pop-
ular cigarette. To find out why,
test them as your steady smoke.
Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they are—
pack after pack! See how mild
CAMELS are— week after week!